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A'RIMILTON '82
Neurosurgeon Derek Shepherd runs his hand through
his perfectly ,coiffed hair as he worriedly reviews an
MRI scan. His patient, a young pregnant woman, is
suffering from mini strokes; he must determine whether
to perform a risky operation to save her life.When she
dies during surgery, he is devastated.

The plot is likely familiar to fans of
ABC's medical drama Grey's Anatomy,
which followsthe lives of physicians at a
fictional Seattle hospital. While Shep-
herd gets his matinee-idol looks from
actor Patrick Dempsey, his experiences
come courtesy of Allan Hamilton '82.
The real-life neurosurgeon is, he laughs,
"consulting for Dr. McOreamy"

For Hamilton, though, television
was never part of the plan. He was
already chief of neurosurgery at the

University of Arizona Health Sciences
Center and executive director of the
Arizona Simulation Technology and
Education Center at that school's Col-
lege of Medicine when Hollywood
came calling. "They wanted to use 3-D
neurosimulation and virtual reality
techniques in an episode of Grey's," he
explains. The writers contacted Hamil-
ton-an expert in these techniques-
several times with technology-related
questions before he was eventually
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asked to consult for all neurosurgical
issues on the show.
, As a consultant, Hamilton reviews

scripts and helps fit\ neurological dis-
eases to suggested storylines while keep-
ing the details as accurate as possible. He
knows both patients and physicians
watch the show closely: patients ask
whether a treatment shown on an
episode is suitable for their condition,
while his peers at a recent talk about
stem-cell research wanted to know
"what's happening with Izzie,"one of the
show's more melodramatic characters.

Hamilton credits his time at HMS
with his taste for drama. "AtHarvard and
its teaching hospitals, 1was surrounded
by larger-than-life characters, such as
Gerald Austen ['55] and judah Folkman
['57],"he says. UTheywere so impressive,
in the heroic mold. Doctors aren't gods,
but if they come close, it's at Harvard."

His involvement isn't limited to tech-
nical aspects. In preparing for the diffi-
cult storyline in which Shepherd loses a
patient, Dempsey contacted Hamilton
to ask how a real doctor might react in
the situation. Hamilton is no stranger to
those emotions; the plot is often based
on his own experiences. The case in
question is rooted in that of a patient
who died on his operating table. "Los-
ing a patient is one of the loneliest feel-
ings in the world," he says. "I was
impressed Patrick wanted to convey
that realistically."

For all his attempts at accuracy,
Hamilton still finds parts of the process
surreal. On a recent visit to the set, for
example, he chatted with james pick-
ens.jr., who plays the chief of surgery. UI ~
found myself saying, 'we're both chiefs, ~
I love your work,'" Hamilton says. -r ~
had to remind myself that he's an actor." 0

Likewise, he marvels at the set itself: the ~
hospital's main staircase leads nowhere, ~
the cabinets are empty. "When 1saw for g
the first time what happens there,"he says,
"Iwas wide-eyed,just like anyother fan.". §
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